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ABOUT PACT COFFEE
Speciality coffee tailored to you
Since being founded in 2012 Pact Coffee has been on a mission to make coffee 
a force for good. 

We source speciality coffee direct from the farmer, cutting out several steps 
in the supply chain, and deliver it to your door. Together, this means we can 
support sustainable farming, giving growers fairer than Fairtrade prices for 
coffee that’s really something special.

After that, we provide a tailored service - from fine-tuning coffee deliveries, 
to recommending the perfect brew methods and coffees to match. All our 
coffee is roasted no more than a week before you get it, for ultimate 
freshness.

Because we should all drink better coffee. Together.

Over 40,000 
subscribers for the 

home in the UK

The largest 
direct to 

consumer coffee 
roaster in the UK

Over 600 
businesses in 

the UK



ABOUT PACT COFFEE
People, Product, Process

People, Planet, Profit

Environment impact
● Shipping only, no air freight
● Reforestation projects at source
● Clean water and wastewater power projects at source
● ‘Girinka’ cow project in Rwanda
● 100% aluminium fully recyclable coffee pods
● Moving to fully recyclable coffee bags
● In-house storage, roasting and packing
● Bio-Bean convert used coffee grounds into biofuel

Because we should all drink better coffee. Together.

Over 40,000 
subscribers for the 

home in the UK

The largest 
direct to 

consumer coffee 
roaster in the UK

Over 600 
businesses in 

the UK



THE COFFEE SUPPLY CHAIN

It’s called Direct Trade and it means, on average, we pay coffee growers 55% over Fairtrade rates.



OUR ETHOS
Making Coffee a Force for Good

The commodity coffee industry disadvantages farmers 
with many trapped in poverty. Sourcing coffee directly 

guarantees fairer pay to transform farmers’ lives

94% repeat business for meaningful, 
long-term sustainable business with farmers

Focus on high quality, not yield, so farmers earn 
better money for their work 

Lean supply chain to cut operational costs, reduce carbon 
footprint, and deliver world-class coffee without 

compromise



OUR GOAL
Sustainability in the supply chain

Average farmer age in Colombia: 50-60 years
Lifespan in Colombia: 74 years

What that means: young people are leaving the coffee industry

Poor quality 
coffee

Low prices 
& income

Poverty/lack or resources

Why don’t children want to farm coffee?
Growing up in poverty isn’t a good advertisement for coffee 
farming as a career. That’s a challenge for the future of 
coffee. And the commodity coffee cycle is to blame:

Pact believes in quality, not charity
Helping farmers produce a better product means a higher 
price from buyers. And that extra money can be reinvested, 
pushing coffee quality and quality of life higher - breaking 
that cycle.

We have long-term relationships with farmers. That means 
we’ve seen farming families go from struggling to thriving - 
hopefully inspiring the next generation.



OUR METHODS
The Three Phase Programme

Pact’s practical approach to improving coffee quality, with training and investment

A Case Study
We started with the San Isidro Group 6 years ago:



PHASE 1
Finding Potential

The San Isidro Group, a cooperative of local farmers

Assessed the farms’ processes, and taught best 
practice in picking and processing

A passion for speciality was born, and the resulting 
higher prices could be reinvested into the farms and 
their community. The group built and financed a 
local school for their children to attend, saving 
them from travelling to big cities and continuing the 
value chain of coffee farming

Who:

How:

Result:

The next generation:
The San Isidro school means children stay connected with their farming roots, and gain the skills needed to succeed 
in the industry. This year 30 children coffee farming community will be graduating, and many are staying involved 
in their farms.



PHASE 2
Small Investments

José Ramon and Maria del Rosario, Buenos Aires farm

Installed a thermometer to measure drying bed temperatures, to 
understand links between temperature, time taken to dry and the 
resulting quality

Quality improved dramatically, and José and Maria’s farm is a local 
success story. They passed on their profits to their seasonal staff, 
giving them higher wages, living conditions far above local 
standards, three hot meals a day, and a range of perks. They’re 
setting an impressive example

Who:

How:

Result:

The next generation:
13-year-old Camilo Andres has already got the coffee bug. And that’s partly thanks to José and Maria: his dad 
Orlando went from cherry picker at Buenos Aires, to manager, to farm owner. Due to his success, Camilo's grown up 
with a positive view of coffee farming - and he’s keen to follow in his father’s footsteps!



PHASE 3
Scaling Up

Faiber Vega Salazar, El Cairo farm

Built a new roof/drying bed, installed a coffee 
lift and rebuilt the washing station

Faiber’s family went from living in a dilapidated 
shack, to the comfort of a thriving coffee farm. 
And it changed everything for his son Mauricio - 
instead of heading for a city office job as 
planned, he stayed in coffee

Who:

How:

Result:

The next generation:
Mauricio took sole control of his own coffee farm, La Pedregosa, this year. At just 19, he represents the next 
generation of farmers - and was only confident enough to do that by witnessing how speciality coffee turned his 
father’s life around



How did we get here?
● Venture capitalist backing - Coffee as a Service

● Europe’s largest direct-to-consumer (D2C) coffee company

● VC backing has strings attached!

● ‘Steadying the ship’ ensured long-term viability

● ‘Three Phase’ Programme developed 2014

● 94% repeat business with farmers

● Redefining the value system around coffee - market, supply chain, consumers



● Leaders in ethical coffee trading - the market sees value and follows suit

● ‘Making Coffee a Force for Good’ and #CoffeeWithoutCompromise

● Charity focus

● Partnership for Gender Equity (PGE) lead partners

● ‘B Corp’ certification in 2020

● International expansion

Where are we now? What next?



Building the network



● Define your purpose early

● Don’t compromise on your mission and values - protect it

● Do meaningful work, make meaningful change

● Shout about it!

● Build a partner network that elevates your mission

Summary



Thanks!


